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Way of thinking, first.

Computing laboratory, second.



Simple Beginnings
CIO-commissioned report on the state 
of public computing on campus (1997)
Why not get a group together to look 
at the problem? (1998)

CIO
Director of the Library
Director of Biological Sciences 
IS



The Group
John Crerar Library

“the science library”
NSIT Instructional Technology

“central computing”
Biological Sciences Division (BSD)

graduate students (and 
undergrads)

Facilities Services



NSIT Instructional Technology had 
$50,000 to “build” something
Library had some non-stack space 
that might be available in time
BSD had some technology-centric 
curricular desires
To the group, Crerar Library 
“needed” a coffee shop

Situation



Raise awareness about the demand for 
more computing “seats”
Plan a “utopian” facility in which 
pieces could be used as inspiration 
for later projects

Explore how central computing and 
the Library could work together on 
technology and space issues

Original Scope



“Ask for marble if you
 want linoleum.”

– James O’Meara (1988)



Concept



Concept



Concept



Animation



Timeline
Fall 98: Concept presented to the 
Provost as a $2M~$3M “idea”
January 99: Concept succeeded in 
fostering a “must do something about 
computing” discussion
March: Shifted to “must build the 
concept;” CFO had reservations
May: Budget Committee agreed to fund 
project at the “conceptual” price.



“If you ask for marble,
 you’d better know what
 to do with it.”

(1999)



$2.5M Reality
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How?
Collaboration
Creativity
Leadership
Trust
Turnstile



Never under estimate the 
value of data.
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Stakeholders
John Crerar Library
NSIT Instructional Technology
Biological Sciences Division
Facilities Services
Divinity School (by association)



Start from the middle 
ground rather than work 
toward (or around) it.



Working Middle Out
Assume nothing
Establish ground rules upfront
Be honest about expertise
Establish and use a common language 
Allow ideas to flow
Try to be the other side
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Sometimes you need a box 
to think out of it.



Creativity in Reach
Look around and observe specifics
All ideas are worth considering
Everyone has equal input
Discussion should involve everyone
In the end, it is much harder to add 
than cut



Research
Talked to 
Others
Design Books
Magazines

Inspiration in…



Observation
Labs
Classrooms
Study Areas
Reading Rooms
Public Spaces

Inspiration in…



Experience
Coffee Shops
Bookstores
Restaurants
Airports
Retail Stores
Entertainment

Inspiration in…



Collaboration
Creativity
Leadership
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ART to Leadership
Ambassador
Representative
Trustee



Consensus
Decisions made through discussion 
and compromise at the unit level
Personal opinions are set aside in 
favor of the unit’s “official” 
position

Ambassador



Majority
Decisions made within a democratic 
process of individual opinions and 
perspectives

Representative



There is little room for 
democracy in 
construction.



Best Interest
Decisions made on the basis of the 
individual authority of key people 
doing “what is right”
Positions are determined on a 
strategic level, usually based on an 
institutional direction
Direct line of accountability

Trustee



Be all roles
Ambassador
Representative
Trustee

Know when to bow out
Know when to cede control
Know when to do what is right

Balance





Trust



After: Library
Healthy Library & IT relationship
Joint space and program projects
Joint service initiatives
Collaborative involvement in Library 
space and technology projects

Regenstein reading rooms
New study for USITE/Crerar II



After: Campus
Doubling in “traffic”
Some “raised eyebrows”
Greater respect from other units
Changed project management processes
Greater involvement in projects
Less competition, more collaboration
Now, we come together to discuss and 
sometimes do what is “right”
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